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“I remember thinking ‘I don’t like adolescents because you know, they’re in your face, they have
so many strong opinions, and they're really constantly changing their minds about things, and
they have attitude.’  And now, those are the things I love about students. I love the in your face, I
love the opinions, I love the attitude.”
“I think it’s one thing that defines us: that we’re a place where people are open to being criticized
and challenged.  And that doesn’t mean it’ll always go smoothly.  As we know, it can be hard
and it can be painful, but I think we all know that that's the way to grow, and I hope that we can
continue to model that as a way of discourse and as a way of learning going forward.”
“I just can’t imagine that I could have found such an interesting group of people, and I often talk
about this with new faculty, I think it is such a great advantage here that you are not just talking
to people in your discipline.  I think if I were in a big psych department somewhere and all I ever
talked to were other psychologists, I think that would be really boring.  And I don’t think that I
would be as good a thinker.  I might have known more about all the specific debates in the field
but I don’t think I would be an as broad a thinker as I am because I don’t just talk to other
psychologists.”

